Environmental Statement

The Royal Lodge recognises that we have a responsibility beyond any legal or regulatory requirements to help protect and improve our natural and beautiful environment. We as a company are committed to reducing the impact that we have on the environment by continuously improving our environmental performance. We would like to encourage our suppliers and customers to do the same.

Huge steps have already taken to aid towards our goal to be as environmentally friendly as possible. The Royal Lodge has invested £150,000 in an Eco Pellet boiler system so that we are able to use a sustainable source of fuel to heat the hotel without producing excess carbon dioxide. This helps to reduce the amount of pollution ensuring that the environment is protected.

In addition to this we are striving to recycle all glass, card, paper and plastic that is used on our premises. We have implemented recycling policies across all departments so that we are able to achieve this. Our purchasing procedures have been adjusted to reduce buying products with excess packaging.

Another system we have implemented is the reuse of all Royal Lodge glass water bottles using our water filtering system. This allows us to provide customers with fresh filtered water as well as reducing any plastic or glass waste. This system allows us to have water for our guests with zero carbon footprint as well as providing all of our rooms with fresh filtered water.

Other ways we have reduced our energy usage is by changing our light bulbs to LED’s throughout the hotel which has helped us to cut our electricity usage by 60%. Please ensure lights are turned off if not required to help us continue to reduce our impact on the environment.

We would like to respectfully ask guests to support us by leaving our glass water bottles in the rooms to be reused and to place towels in the bath or shower only if they require fresh ones.

Thank you for your support and joining us to look after our environment for future generations.

G.M. Howells
General Manager
RH Hotels Ltd